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MEDIKABAZAAR NURTURING MEDICAL DEVICE STARTUPS!

MEDIKBAZAAR INTRODUCES ZERO-COST EMI
FOR CUSTOMERS!

VIVEK TIWARI AT SMART HOSPITALS CONFERERNCE

MedTech-Connecting 4 lives Expo Medikabazaar team at the Expo

Medikabazaar networking with potential customers Medikabazaar team at World Dental Show

This September, Medikabazaar conducted an initiative “MedTech- Connecting 4 lives,” where medical device 

start-ups participated and showcased their latest innovations to a large congregation of medical establishments. The 

event took place at the 21st edition of the renowned Medicall Hospital Needs Expo, Pragati Maidan, New Delhi 

from 21st-23rd September 2018. 

While numerous start-ups were inventing new MedTech devices, due to a gap in communication and limited channels 

of information, hospitals and healthcare institutions were unaware of these innovations. We decided to bridge this 

communication gap by providing a platform to the start-ups where they can hold discussions and network with a 

relevant audience.

Start-ups such as Chota Hospital (innovators of a personalized healthcare mobile app) and Neurosynaptic (telemedi-

cine) to name a few, took part in the event. They were able to give product demonstrations, meet and interact with 

visitors who belonged to the healthcare, investor and academician fraternities. 

Our Founder and CEO, Vivek Tiwari said concerning the initiative, “Medical devices start-ups, precisely have contin-

ued to showcase idiosyncratic, unique and contemporary innovations which have gradually borne fruition, especially 

this year.

“At Medikabazaar, we know the trials and tribulations a startup faces in the path to success. We have walked that 

path ourselves. Therefore, we have taken this initiative to support and nurture medical devices startups so that they 

can develop and work towards making a positive change in the Indian medical devices industry,” he added.

We are thrilled to announce that Medikabazaar has established a tie-up with ZestMoney, one of the leading digital 

EMI payment portals in India. Our customers can now pay for their purchased supplies via Equated Monthly Install-

ments (EMIs). They can also opt for a Zero-Cost EMI option which will be available for a period of 3 months only. 

Other EMI options includes time periods of 6, 9 & 12 months respectively. The loan can be availed in purchases from  

`1000 up to `5,00,000. This payment option can only be availed by individuals in the medical field which includes 

doctors, physicians, etc.

We understand that, at times paying the entire amount for bulk medical supplies can be difficult. Therefore, we are 

easing your purchasing process so that you don’t have to worry about payments when procuring the desired equip-

ment.

It is with pride we share that our Founder and CEO, Vivek Tiwari was invited to the prestigious Smart Hospitals 

Conference which was held in Pune on 6th October. 

The conference consisted of a congregation of eminent personalities from various industries (majorly from the health-

care industry) who were invited to talk about “SMART” solutions which can be adopted by Indian medical establish-

ments for them to achieve operational efficiency, and provide people with quality healthcare service. We couldn’t 

have been better represented as our founder himself spoke on Medikabazaar’s business concept; an online platform 

from where medical establishments-especially in tier 2, 3 cities and rural locations-can procure their required medical 

supplies. An online procurement system can aid hospitals in streamlining their supply chain and incur savings on 

their Total Cost of Operations (TCO). 

The event took place at the Four Points Hotel in Pune where Medikabazaar was amidst an elite company of organi-

zations such as HealthPod India, Andhra Pradesh MedTech Zone (AMTZ), and BCC Healthcare. 

We are thrilled to announce that Medikabazaar was a part of the prestigious 9th Annual World Dental Show which 

was organized at MMRDA Grounds, Mumbai from 12th-14th October. The event is one of Asia’s largest dental gath-

erings where all the relevant members of the dental fraternity-from dentists to dental supplies manufacturers-were 

present under one roof. 

Medikabazaar boasts a large and all-encompassing range of dental supplies. We were extremely happy to be able to 

introduce our dental catalog to numerous visiting dentists and manufacturers. We also networked and discussed 

about the possibilities of the Indian dental industry. It was an enriching experience for us!

Medikabazaar is thrilled to announce its partnership with one of the leading manufacturers of electronic medical 

devices from Italy, Led SpA. Now customers can purchase Led SpA’s flagship electrosurgical unit, Surtron 200 from 

our online platform.

Invasive procedures of resection, coagulation, and evaporation can be performed efficiently via this device. The 

equipment is user-friendly enables surgeons to conduct a professional electrosurgical operation. In this device, the 

connection of the neutral electrode is regularly tracked. The equipment also allows the surgeon to control the output 

functions and the delivery of the output power thus ensuring a successful electrosurgery.

Surtron 200 can be used in various types of surgical procedures which include, general, neuro, pediatric and ambula-

tory surgeries. The device comes with accessories such as electrodes (of various measurements), waterproof foot 

switch, power supply cables, etc. 
            

           To see product demonstrations and know more about Surtron 200, call +91 9707232323 

                                                               To purchase visit Medikabazaar!

MEDIKABAZAAR AT WORLD DENTAL SHOW

ELECTROSURGERY MADE EASIER WITH SURTRON 200!

Here are some of the reviews of our valued customers about Medikabazaar’s exclusive 
product, Vizipen.

Medikabazaar‛s Vizipen is very easy to use and the price is less than its counter-
parts in the market.

Vizipen is a very good product and Medikabazaar offered it at a lesser cost than 
what I was getting in the market.

Mr. Debabrata Chowdhury, West Bengal 

Dr. T.K. Azad, West Bengal


